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Watergate hearings 
'threaten security1 
Yoga 
lessons 
Hwwphltt by Gene J. Pinko* 
Participant! in weekly yoga lotions hold in the Alumni Room, Union, arch up 
and back at they ttrivo to cultivate the ditciplinod control nocottary for all 
yoga practitioners. 
WASHINGTON lAP) - President 
Nixon declared yesterday he will not 
resign because of the Watergate 
scandal 
He acknowledged the existence of a 
wide-ranging coverup by his 
subordinates, but warned that present 
investigations threaten to damage 
national security. 
"I WILL NOT abandon my responsi- 
bilities." he declared. "I will continue 
to do the job I was elected to do " 
In two statements issued at the 
White House. Nixon specifically denied 
that he knew of the Watergate wire- 
tapping in advance, that he offered 
executive clemency to defendants in 
the case or that he knew until recently 
that his personal lawyer. Herbert W 
Kalmbach. was providing the 
defendants with funds. 
He also denied that he attempted to 
implicate tin- CIA in the scandal, that 
Women's program proposed 
By Kim Scklaefer 
Staff Reporter 
A proposed program of Continuing 
Education for Women (CEW) will be 
presented to Academic Council Wed- 
nesday. May 30. for "approval in prin- 
ciple." Raymond J. Endres, vice pro- 
vost for continuing education, said 
Monday. 
CEW would provide counseling and 
educational programs geared to the 
special needs of women 
"We haven't developed any specific 
programs yet. but we need council's 
support to lay the groundwork." 
Endres said. 
MARCIA GUINAN. a post-masters 
student who served on the ad hoc 
committee that gathered information 
on women's programs at other univer- 
sities, said CEW will serve as a "sup- 
portive" agency. 
The married woman in the student 
role, the older woman returning to 
college after her child-rearing obliga- 
tions have diminished, and the woman 
attempting to combine college and 
home have special problems, she said. 
The University now lacks resources 
to assist women in these situations, she 
said. 
"There's a lot of woman-power 
that's not being used productively 
here." Guinan said. 
One of CEW's primary functions 
would be to provide counseling for 
women experiencing personal and 
career-related problems 
"MANY WOMEN need help 
answering the questions. Who ami'. 
What do 1 want? and What is impor 
nut to me?'." Guinan said 
"Too many women get locked into 
nursing, teaching and library science 
They are not given the opportunity to 
explore other career possibilities," she 
added 
She emphasized the need for more 
female advisors, because "male ad- 
visors don't have adequate knowledge 
of women's problems." 
Guinan said CEW  hopes  to offer 
women access to what she called "role 
models "-women who have careers in 
traditionally male-dominated fields. 
These models may make women more 
aware of areas that otherwise might 
not be considered, she added 
CEW ALSO HOPES to institute certi- 
ficate programs as "career alter- 
natives" for women who aren't in- 
terested in earning a degree. Guinan 
said. 
This program would allow women to 
become certified in paraprofessional 
fields   including   computer   science. 
social work, day care management and 
legal assistantships. 
CEW would offer a comprehensive 
program of counseling, career 
planning and "self-identification" for 
University women. Guinan said. 
Endres said he has submitted a re- 
quest to the federal government asking 
for funds to establish a CEW planning 
office. 
A September. 1974 goal has been set 
for the initiation of certificate pro- 
grams and counseling services, he 
added 
he knew until recently of the break in 
at the office of Daniel Kllsherg's 
psychiatrist or that he authorized or 
encouraged subordinates to engage in 
illegal or improper campaign tactics 
BIT HE SAID il now seems there 
-vere apparently wide ranging efforts 
to limit the investigation or to conceal 
the possible involvement of members 
of the administration and the campaign 
committee.'' 
Acting White House counsel Leonard 
Garment told newsmen one purpose 
for the President s statement v.,is to 
bar disclosure of classified documents 
removed from the White House and 
turned over to court officials by fired 
presidential counsel John Vt   Dean 111 
NIXON SAID the Dean documents 
contain a plan, never put into effect, to 
use breaking and entering to gain 
national security information 
The President said these documents 
are "extremely sensitive 
"They include- ami are based upon- 
assessments of certain foreign intelli- 
gence capabilities and procedures, 
which of course must remain secret." 
This plan was drawn up in 1970, 
amidst a wave of bomb threats, 
bombings and campus demonstrations, 
the President said It was intended to 
replace "certain types of undercover 
FBI operations' that had been 
suspended in 1966 after many years 
NIXON SAID these included 
breaking-and-entering operations on 
specified categories of targets in 
specified situations related to national 
security." 
Nixon said the plan was formulated 
at his order by the heads of the Kill, 
the   CIA.   the   Defense   Intelligence 
Agency   and    the   National   Security 
Agency 
He said the plan was approved 
tentatively July 23. 1970, but that 
approval was withdrawn five days 
later because FBI Director J Edgar 
Hoover strongly objected to it 
Copies of the Dean documents have 
been made available to Senate 
investigators and the Watergate 
prosecutors 
Nixon    noted    that    newspaper* ■ 
yesterday  headlined  portions of the 
plan that were made public by Sen. 
Stuart    Symington     illMin    acting, 
chairman    of    the    Senate    Armed '. 
Services Committee   Symington has 
promised to make a censored version 
of the plan public sometime soon. 
NIXON CITED the scuttled inlelli- • 
gence gathering plan as one example • 
of how national security matters had 
become entangled  in the Watergate 
case 
He said some sensitive documents 
already had been made public, and 
others were threatened with 
disclosure. 
Nixon said he wants to separate 
national security matters from the 
Watergate case. 
Weather 
Occasional ran likely aad 
chaace of ihaadertbowers today 
aad loalgat High today la Ike 
■peer W's. Lew tonight la the 
upper M's or lew M's. Chance of 
ihowers tomorrow. High 
tomorrow la the epeer M's or lew 
7»'s. 
Student opinion polled on camera issue 
A sampling of student opinion about 
the planned installation of television 
cameras atop the Library this summer 
indicates a majority consider it a step 
toward having a "big brother" system 
on campus. 
Of the 60 students interviewed. 10 
said they had not heard about the 
system. Of the SO who said they had. 28 
said they believed the proposal was an 
infringement on their rights. 12 said 
they saw nothing wrong with it: and 10 
said they had no opinion. 
Chuck McGowan, junior (Ed), said 
he thinks the cameras will be "an 
invasion of privacy." 
He said he thinks the plan to survey 
the    campus'    east    end    is    an 
administration attempt to "check up 
on students." 
MICHAEL llerringshaw, freshman 
IA&S). said he believes the camera 
system will be unable to stop crime, 
and will probably infringe on privacy. 
"If the camera system could see all 
the things they say. it could also see in 
the rooms." he said. 
("aria Wollens. junior (A&S). said 
she thinks the cameras will have little 
effect on preventing serious crimes. 
"It won't help assaults-they might 
find your body a little sooner, that's 
all. They're out to catch people doing 
other things 
"The cameras watching us do mean 
big brother'. It's not 1984--it's only 
1973!", she said. 
TWELVE OF THE students inter- 
viewed said they didn't think the 
system would be an invasion of their 
privacy. 
Christine E. Bobbey. junior (Ed). 
said the advantages of such a system 
would outweigh the disadvantages. 
"I don't mind giving up a little 
privacy for the security of everyone." 
she said. 
Catherine Peterson, senior (Ed). 
said she thought the cameras would be 
effective against crime 
"If people think someone is watching 
them, they won't be so destructive." 
she said 
Thirty-nine of the 50 students who 
had heard about the system said they 
thought the money for the cameras 
could be better spent on something 
else 
The system is expected to cost about 
J20.000. However, only $5,000 of the 
money would come from the 
University budget The remaining 
funds would come from a federal grant 
for law enforcement. 
Twelve students said they believed 
the University's money could be better 
spent for financial aid, such as grants 
or scholarships 
Twelve others said they thought 
there was a better way to spend the 
money, but couldn't think of a specific 
area; 10 said academic areas should 
receive more money. 
Concert policy statement issued 
Editor's   note:   The  foUewtag   sutemeal  oa  the 
University concert policy was released yesterday by 
Dr Richard Eakla. vice provost for stadeat affairs 
Because of concern for the safety of those who 
attend concerts and other events on the campus, it is 
important for me to remind University students and 
guests of the University of the need to observe 
campus safety regulations 
The recent reluctance on the part of potential 
sponsors to stage concerts in the absence of some 
common r understanding of applicable safety 
regulations, together with my personal concern as a 
University representative responsible for student 
activities, have led me to consult with students and 
staff in order to formulate a statement of policy. 
This policy permits concerts and other events to 
continue to be an integral part of student activities 
programming at the University and. states in clear 
terms, the policies and procedures which are in 
effect. 
The'following statement of policy pertaining to 
concerts and events under the sponsorship of 
recognized student groups is a restatement of existing 
policies and is a written reminder that the University 
is not a sanctuary from the law and that the 
University establishes regulations for the safety of 
persons attending events on the campus. 
POLICY STATEMENT: Members of the University 
community and guests of the University are expected 
to observe and comply with federal, state and local 
laws as a condition of attendance at University events 
on the campus. 
In addition, the University reserves the right to 
establish safety regulations which designate areas in 
which smoking is prohibited in the interests of safety 
on the campus. 
IMPLEMENTATION: In order to implement the 
above, while maintaining a posture of using 
reasonable levels of control which assure compliance 
with the slated policy, recognized student groups 
sponsoring concerts and/or events on the campus 
which are open to the public will be required, as a 
minimal measure, to provide student marshals in 
numbers deemed to be required for the concerts 
and/or events by the Coordinator for Student 
Activities in consultation with the Director of Campus 
Safety 
At any concert and/or event, the sponsoring agency 
is responsible to inform all purchasers of tickets at 
the time of purchase of the policies and procedures in 
effect for that concert and the potential for arrest or 
removal from the concert should an individual not 
cooperate with the stated policy. 
The sponsoring agency will also be responsible for 
the announcement of stated policies and procedures 
via advertising for each event. Sponsors of the 
concerts and/or events will be responsible for damage 
to property. 
IN ALL CASES of public concerts under the 
sponsorship of recognized student groups, campus 
safety officers will be available for assistance in the 
maintenance of law and safety standards. 
The number of officers necessary for a concert will 
be determined by the Director of Campus Safety in 
consultation with the Coordinator of Student 
Activities and Organizations. 
Should the provision of student marshals prove not 
to be sufficient to gain the cooperation of those 
attending a concert and/or event, sponsors of any 
such succeeding concerts and/or events will be 
required to pay for the employment of additional 
unarmed security personnel to assist student 
marshals. 
Continued disregard for university safety 
regulations and/or federal, state, and local laws by 
those attending University concerts may result in 
restriction of such activities. 
This option is one which, hopefully, would not have 
to be exercised, especially with student interest in 
self-regulation. 
ANDERSON ARENA: Smoking and/or the use of 
alcoholic beverages are prohibited at events within 
the Anderson Arena of Memorial Hall. Smoking is 
permitted in the hallways of Memorial Hall, unless 
otherwise posted or prohibited by state law 
At future concerts in Anderson Arena, seating will 
be on a reserved seat basis. 
The success of any efforts to reduce the likelihood of 
injury to persons attending University events depends 
ultimately on the willingness of persons to cooperate 
in the observance of safety regulations. 
Bowling Green has a tradition of responsible 
student actions in the solution of problems. It is my 
hope that the implementation of safety regulations 
will be primarily, if not completely, a matter of 
individual decision and conscience. 
IN THOSE CASES in which it may be necessary for 
student marshal to remind someone of the 
regulations. I am suggesting that the reminder consist 
of a polite but firm request to observe regulations. 
It may be necessary at concerts to use a visual 
signal such as a light from a flashlight as a reminder. 
I share the confidence of both students and staff 
with whom I have talked that the students of the 
University will recognize the need for a concern for 
safety and will seek to cooperate out of consideration 
for that concern. 
PeCWipfaiit ewy *•*•?»• J.  rVMV 
Yesterday's steady rains failed to dampen the spirits of a 
Sigma Nu bike marathon participant. Despite the steady 
showers, the fraternity kept pedaling for Karma, the local 
drop-in drug center. The biko marathon continues until 
tomorrow at 3 p.m. 
•age 11The BO New., mm***, Mwy 29. 1*73 
BDIT6RiaLS 
special needs 
Academic Council must approve the proposed program of 
Continuing Education for Women (CEW). 
CEW would provide'counseling and education programs geared 
to the special needs of women. Such programs would focus on the 
special needs of the married woman in the student role, the older 
woman returning to college, and the woman combining college 
and home duties. 
Right now. the University can do little to aid women in such 
situations. And the University does little to help women break 
Irom the traditional female job stereotypes. 
The University must also learn to deal with the fact that not 
everyone is interested in earning a degree. 
CEW would allow women to become certified in 
paraprofessional fields such as computer science, social work, 
day care management and legal assistantships. 
Such a program would prove invaluable to those women who 
lack the desire, time and/or financial resources to complete a 
degree program. 
If the full potential of every woman is to be realized and 
utilized, the program must be approved by Academic Council 
next Wednesday. 
poster 
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reader's forum 
law and order 
I am pleased that the administration 
is putting an end to disrespect for law 
and order on this campus. 
The hiring of marshals to control the 
orgy-like concerts, the decision to have 
police patrol dorm corridors nest year 
and the latest announcement that toom 
lens TV cameras are to be mounted on 
the Library and Offenhauer are correct 
steps in the elimination of deviance 
from BGSU. 
IN ORDER TO ensure maximum 
security of the campus from the 
criminal elements. I have a few 
additional suggestions. 
1. Require students, staff, faculty 
and visitors to wear ID badges with 
frontal and profile photos, social 
security number, status designation 
and other relevant information 
2. The University be fenced with 
aesthetically designed electrified 
barriers along its perimeters and that I 
be further subdivided into sectors. 
The purpose would be to exclude 
outsiders from the University and keep 
each University member from areas 
not of his/her legitimate buiineu 
3. That TV cameras be placed on all 
tall buildings and pylons be erected 
where needed. That the cameras be of 
such sophistication as to be able to see 
through walls a mile away In a 
drizzling night and yet be capable of 
reading a paper (such cameras 
experimentally exist) 
4. That all rooms and other points on 
campus be constantly monitored by 
m icrophones as well. That both TV and 
; audio output be fed into a computer 
; that would note any deviance and warn 
;   a human guardian of it. 
AN EXAMPLE would be to signal an 
alarm of key words/phrases such as 
"dope" or "blow up ROTC" were used. 
The    .Ifending   student(s)   would   be 
placed in a disciplinatory dormitory 
until rehabilitated 
' 5. finally each student be required to 
wear a permanently attached 
neckband. 
The neckband to be capable of 
delivering electric shocks for deviant 
acts automatically detected by the 
computer. 
6. Eventually all students to be 
permanently confined to their rooms 
except for bathroom, eating and 
exercise purposes and all courses 
piped in by closed-circuit TV and 
appropriate reward-punishment 
stimulus delivered to facilitate rapid 
and efficient learning. 
Franz Zrllkh 
151 ME. Wooster 
real movies 
It is interesting to note that the 
University is able to foolishly spend 
00,000 on two toylike monitoring 
devices to watch crime in action on our 
campus. 
The University has purchased 
themselves a toy that can be used to 
satisfy their sadistic desires to watch 
real movies of criminal violence and 
human agony. 
With these two "Brownie cameras" 
the administrators will be able to 
safely and in the comfort of their plush 
offices, witness the horrifying fact that 
there Is truly and definitely violent 
crimes occurring on our modern 
machine-manipulated campus. 
HOWEVER, the witty and 
intelligent-minded heads of our 
University may have overlooked many 
flaws and malfunctions that could 
easily occur as a direct result of the 
cameras. 
We feel that the installation of these 
cameras will only call for new crime 
techniques such as masks, "panty-hose 
over heads" and other  "incognito 
fashions for the criminal 
Sadly enough, the administrators 
will be disappointed in their films 
seeing that they possibly wUI be unable 
By Nicholas Vo» Hoffsiaa 
When Jim Mitchell got back from the 
Army and went to San Francisco State 
College he noticed a change in the 
recreational patterns in the student 
body. Instead of boys chipping in two 
bucks apiece to pay for the beer and 
the stag movies and going off alone to 
enjoy them, now they were inviting 
their girlfriends to come watch too. 
The girls did, but the movies were 
lousy, ancient 8-and lt-mm. 
productions of home-movie quality. 
Jim figured he could turn out better 
stuff than that, and so. as his 27-year- 
old younger brother Art says. "We 
started four years ago with no money 
and a borrowed Bolex." 
Today, after 30 arrests, many 
financial perils and jail sentences of 
six and four months hanging over Jim 
and Art respectively, the brothers are 
now regarded to have made the best 
hardcore porn movie ever to get an X 
rating. 
"Behind the Green Door" may have 
won this modest critical distinction 
because it is the only porn flick to run a 
good 20 minutes before the first sex act 
occurs After that, of course, restraint 
disappears and you need an adding 
machine to keep count of how, how 
many and in what combinations. 
NEVERTHELESS, Behind the 
Green Door's" infrared photography, 
its closeup slow-motion, abstracted 
recording of throbbing organs and its 
$50,000 budget is a quantum 
improvement over what Jim and the 
fellers were watching back in college. 
If it fails, as all porn must, to be art, 
hardcore is still catching on. Back in 
the Mitchell brothers' earlv davs, when 
they were knocking out one film a week 
with such titles as "Rampaging 
Nurses." "Runaway Hormones." and 
"Flush Factory," their clientele was 
what they call the "raincoat guys"-- 
men who used their raincoats as 
brown-paper wrappers for their faces 
when they brought their tickets into the 
show. 
THAT'S PAST. Tom Wolfe is going 
to write a long piece on the making of 
their next movie for "Holing Stone" 
magazine. The Mitchells have their 
own decently decorated, non-fly-speck 
theater where the seats are 
exceedingly comfortable high-back 
rockers. 
Paying from $3 to M to sit in them 
are all sorts of fresh-faced respectable 
men and some women. The most 
enthusiastic customers, however, 
seem to be Japanese businessmen who 
literally arrive at the box office in 
tour-guide buses 
Orientals, the Mitchells observe, 
have none of our hangups about 
enjoying socially unredeeming 
entertainment.    The    two       movie 
to identify their stars of the X-rated 
films. 
PERHAPS THIS will create a new 
documentary on our campus TV 
station, entitled "From the Halls of 
Ivy to the Campus Crime." but it will 
hardly enrich the student's educational 
needs and desires 
We can only hope that the University 
officials do not honestly believe that 
these photo boxes will positively 
improve and help to eliminate campus 
crimes. 
Campus security cannot realistically 
think that the cameras will 
constructively aid them in their 
struggle against criminal offenses on 
campus. 
Security can hardly be able to reach 
the scene of the crime in "super-man" 
time to overcome the assailant and 
rescue the delirious victim. 
MORE REALISTIC and operable 
security measures should be put into 
action with this 120.000. 
Are we going to promote and produce 
criminal flicks this filming season or 
are we going to cancel these shows for 
this season? 
Elizabeth Beckwith Voth 
»E. Wooster 
Willie S Rosser 
124 Manville 
Paul F. Bruggeman 
450 S. Enterprise No 2 Apt. 2 
so they say 
Sea. Staart Sysalagtea, actmg 
cbasrmaa of the Senate Armed 
Service* Coco mittee: 
it is very clear to me that there was 
an attempt to unload major 
responsibility for the Watergate 
bugging and coverup on 
CIA (HakJeman. Ehrlichman and 
Dean l were doing everything in the 
world to obstruct justice." 
makers are thinking about going on 
location in the Far East just to produce 
for the booming Japanese market. It is 
faintly possible that the Mitchells, with 
their 30 obscenity arrests and $80,000 in 
legal bills, may be able to equalize our 
unfavorable balance of trade. The 
Japanese sell us Nikons, Sonys and 
Mazdas and we sell them filth. 
THE STAR of "Behind the Green 
Door" is a woman whose face also 
appears on Ivory soap boxes. The 
publication of this fact has given the 
Mitchells almost the only publicity 
they've ever had that wasn't related to 
their court appearances. It may also 
have sent Marilyn Chambers toward a 
stardom exceeding that of Linda 
Lovelace's, the leading lady in "Deep 
Throat." 
Chambers, who is happily married in 
real life to a bagpipe player, is. in the 
movie, successively kidnapped, set 
upon by a group of lesbians, raped ad 
infinitum by a stereotyped black man 
who wears a tiger's tooth necklace 
while be does it. and then is forced on 
to a flying trapeze where she is gone 
after by so many men at the same time 
she looks like a hunk of metal on the 
Ford automated production line being 
turned into a motor block. The net 
effect is not so much that of sex as it is 
of industrial engineering. 
The 21-year-old Chambers, who 
insists, "I am a serious actress," 
regrettably has no lines to say in the 
movie, although she does emit a 
number of varied and fetching moans 
at such times when her mouth is free to 
give vent to the full rage of her 
histrionics. 
CHAMBERS is also proud that there 
is no violence or drugs in her movies 
and that nothing you see which she 
does, no matter how painful and 
protracted, is simulated. 
"I am an ail-American, clean-cut 
person and I'm not going to be in a 
movie where I'm shot or tossed out a 
window or am sniffing coke." she says, 
alluding to a major studio offer she 
recently turned down, because "they 
wanted to exploit me as a sex object." 
Patrons attending showings of the 
movie here, in New York and a dozen 
other cities can be sure that they are 
not    watching    any    sissified. 
approximations and fakeries such as 
Brando pulls off in "Last Tango." This 
is the real goods. 
• i think simulated sex is a bunch of 
crap," Chambers says, before 
explaining that in making hardcore 
porn movies it is well to realize that 
' 'there should always be some mystery 
in sex. It should be a personal 
relationship between two people.'' 
SHE ADMITS that for a while her 
personal relationship with her husband ' 
was    somewhat    strained    by    the 
demands of her career, but that has;.' 
been worked out as has any difficulty! 
with the Ivory soap people. They have 
extended her contract for two years. 
Chambers says, perhaps because she 
allows that, "I'm ninety-nine and four-.'; 
tenths per cent impure.'' 
In any event "Behind the Green: 
Door" has already grossed a quarter of 
a million dollars in this city alone, and: 
in the Mitchell brothers forthcoming: 
release. "The Resurrection of Eve.": 
the star will speak not only words but' 
entire sentences. 
Wothinf »n NS*40SS) *Mtur» Syndxota 
'GOLD! .  .  . AND I CANT AFFORD IT . 
opinion 
inside, looking out 
By Lacy R. Ellis 
Ohio State Reformatory 
Gaest Cohunalst 
"What does it feel like looking from 
the inside of bars and walls, out." 
Inmates throughout the country 
could easily answer this statement 
with great feelings of sadness and 
rejection and isolation, and also feel 
that society is more the cause of his 
downfall than is well thought of. 
For he knows it is up to society to 
determine if he is selected or rejected 
to further play in the social game of his 
society For he knows society is the 
law. 
SO THEREFORE society could 
work either for or against him when he 
returns to society as a healthy and 
normal human being. 
Here at the Ohio State Reformatory, 
this statement holds very true. Here be 
is subjected to psychological and 
emotional depression and insecurity, 
because be knows he won't get a fair 
deal from society. 
For nine times out of ten his trial or 
case is a fast and speedy one. in which 
he "cops out." meaning the judge, 
prosecutor and his attorney (part of 
society) has him make a deal by taking 
a lesser plea or sentence for a more 
severe one. 
LIKE SAYING be could get 10 to 25 
years for armed robbery and go to the 
Ohio State Penitentiary and wait six 
years and four months before he would 
go to the Parole Board, or he can "cop 
out" and go to the Ohio Reformatory 
and do three years and two months 
until be goes to the board, which Is still 
too much time for a first-time offender 
to wait before be can think about 
getting out. Then it will be on Parole, 
which is nothing but a strict list of do's 
and don ts 
Really he may or may not even be 
guilty, but can't prove it one way or the 
other, so therefore be is guilty until 
proven innocent. If you "cop out" you 
have your right to make a not guilty 
plea. 
IF YOU LOSE your case and don't 
"cop out," you usually turn out getting 
the maximum on your sentencing, so 
really what you'd be doing is 
bargaining for Reformatory time or 
Pen time, and really that is not justice 
at all, for an inmate. 
Society and the staffs should take a 
fair, better interest in an inmate to see 
what stimulated him to do the things he 
does or did. 
At the Ohio State Reformatory it 
seems like a hopeless case for the 
inmates, because his voice is like a 
carrot, speechless, for the only thing 
that is on his mind is time he's doing' 
But the worst thing of all is that he 
doesn't ever have a chance In the world 
of getting out or getting help, someone 
to understand his problems with which 
he is confronted. 
So be looks at society as bis downfall. 
Is be right or is be wrong? Is his 
problem psychological? Or 
environmental? 
HIS CHANCES of going back to jail 
are very high, as high as 80 per cent 
that he will be bock, like myself. I 
came back and the only thing that I can 
say for myself is that I tried. 
But like all other correctional 
institutions, the Ohio State 
Reformatory is no different than any 
Pen  in the state or country. 
You have your killings, your 
pimping, your knifings and sexual 
activities. You have your everyday 
harassment from the guards which 
could often mean time in the bole 
(isolation) or time in the reformatory 
and here it's everyday. 
But most of the time that you are 
here you are in your cells which are 
nine by six. You have one open toilet, a 
face bowl with cold water only, a small 
wooden desk drawer, two bunks 
chained to a wall, one stool, a forty or 
sixty watt light bulb 
The only door to your cell is made of 
steel bars and If you are the lucky one 
In the west block yoa have a steel- 
barred window and you also nave a 
bead set that picks up the local radio 
stations 
This cave-like hat kt where you spend 
75 par cent of your time. This is where 
you sit or lay and watch the days and 
nights go by endlessly. 
This is where you wish, long and pray 
that somebody, anybody just helps you. . 
This where you write thousands of 
letters to people begging them for their 
help, which you don't get They don't 
even answer your letters at times. 
AND ALL THAT you are doing is 
asking society to give you help, to help 
you help yourself to prove to the staff 
and society alike that you don't can do* 
and become a prosperous citizen of 
your community 
But they don't even bear you. 
because to them you don't even exist.   ■ 
So now be doesn't have anyone to. 
trust nor turn to, for you can't trust the ' 
staff nor society, when they don't trust 
you. 
Here st the Ohio State Reformatory 
the attitude of the staff is that they can 
care less about you, for most of the - 
guards up until recently only had to - 
have an eighth grade education. 
HOW CAN A person like this reform 
someone when he's not even qualified ] 
nor properly trained? You have groups. 
here at OSR which probably haven't   ,, 
been here for a while, to help and 
reform the residents, but it still is not 
enough. 
It takes proper training, by the staff 
here and also for society to try and 
understand what we really are faced 
with. 
Because when we get out of here and 
start looking for jobs, the only thing 
we'll be confronted with is that we 
have a record and are ex-convicts. 
An 18 or 19. 20 and 21-year-old 
nobody. 
BECAUSE WE have served time in a 
reformatory so really it's no different 
than a Pen and down here at Ohio Stale 
Reformatory, you live everyday hoping 
that somebody will try and understand 
and give you a break and next day the 
guards will treat you like a human 
being and not like an animal, and that 
society will give you a chance to be 
somebody and make something of 
yourself. 
And that society would begin to help 
those that are behind the walls help 
themselves. 
Survey to check recreation needs 
VV.dr-.doy. May 23. 1973, Th. BG News/Fog* 3. 
A survey to determine tbe 
recreational needs of tbe 
University community will 
be taken this week. Dr. 
Annie Clement, chairwoman 
of tbe physical education 
and recreation department, 
said yesterday 
Dr. Clement is chair 
woman of a committee 
appointed by University 
President Hollis A Moore 
Jr. to study campus recrea- 
tional needs   She said the 
survey will deal with im- 
proving and extending 
existing facilities and adding 
new facilities. 
Tbe questionnaire will be 
published in The News 
tomorrow and Friday 
UNDER THE 
improvement and extension 
of existing facilities cate- 
gory, persons will be asked 
to indicate their interest in 
activities   such   as   weight 
lifting;    skiing,    sailing; 
canoeing; suana baths; 
Bicycling; hiking and 
backpacking; outdoor volley- 
ball, mountain and rock 
climbing; bowling on the 
green and archery. 
Individuals also will be 
asked to indicate whether or 
not they think the hours of 
operation at the natatorium, 
Ice Arena and handball 
courts should be extended. 
In addition, they will be 
asked their interest in 
having lighting installed at 
the tennis courts and intra- 
mural fields, cycle paths on 
campus; and designated 
streets for bicycles. 
Dr. Clement said. "Many 
of these items wouldn't coat 
measurably. Many could be 
implemented by fall, if the 
students want them " 
THE QUESTIONAIRE 
will also try to determine 
newsnoTes 
Antioch strike 
YELLOW SPRINGS. Ohio (API - 
Striking Antioch College students 
yesterday denied two administration 
officials access to school buildings 
which students have held for more 
than a month 
Tbe administration had given the 
students until noon yesterday to 
vacate Antioch Hall, the school's 
main building, or face expulsion 
About 250 students locked arms in 
front of Antioch Hall and refused to 
give up control of the building 
Fuel crisis 
WASHINGTON (API - There is no 
cause for concern that gasoline 
prices will rise to astronomical levels 
such as 75 cents and II a gallon. 
Deputy Treasury Secretary William 
Simon said yesterday. 
Simon, chairman of the Nixon 
administration's    Oil     Policy 
Committee, told a House sub- 
committee studying the energy crisis 
that even if the price of crude oil 
were doubled, the price of gasoline 
would go up by only eight cents a 
gallon 
He conceded gasolinp prices would 
increase during tin:- summer's 
shortage, but said this would not be 
nearly as much as forecast in some 
quarters 
Party hiring 
COLUMBUS lAP> - The executive 
director of the Ohio Democratic 
Party has defended preferential 
party hiring in state offices, saying 
"if we don't, we're going to end up 
with a faceless bureaucracy." 
But David Meeker denied 
newspaper allegations that 
Democratic office holders are using a 
"blood typing'' code to insure that 
only Democrats receive jobs. 
"That system is not in force at 
this time." he said 
TV Watergate 
WASHINGTON (API - Former 
White House aide John C. CauUield 
swore yesterday he relayed offers of 
executive clemency to Watergate 
burglar James W. McCord Jr.. but 
doesn't know whether President 
Nixon "personally had endorsed this 
offer" 
CauUield said be was assigned to 
contact McCord by John W Dean III. 
who was the White House counsel at 
tbe time. He said he asked "Do you 
want me to tell him it comes from the 
President? 
"He said words to tbe effect. 'No. 
don't do that, say that it comes from 
way up at the top..." 
McCord. who finished two days of 
questioning yesterday, had said that 
when he received tbe offers from 
CauUield in January, he assumed 
they came from the President the 
only one who can grant executive 
clemency. 
what type of recreation 
building, if any. should be 
constructed 
Individuals will be asked 
to indicate their interest in a 
water polo facility; a syn- 
chronized swimming facil- 
ity; an outdoor recreational 
and competitive swimming 
pool, and indoor recrea- 
tional and competitive 
swimming pool; 
Tennis, closed court 
games i handball, squash 
and paddleball); volleyball; 
badminton, basketball, a 
running track, a dance 
studio. gymnastics. 
Fencing; combatitives 
isuch as karate and judo), 
recreation for the handi- 
capped; a synthetic turf 
area, batting cages, weight 
Idling, wrestling, and a 
health spa. 
The survey concludes by 
asking. "How many hours 
have you averaged weekly in 
tbe above activities during 
the past year'''' and "How 
many hours might you 
average weekly in the above 
activities if adequate facili- 
ties were available'" 
The surveys are to be 
mailed to the Commuter 
Center, Union, or the main 
desk of any residence hall 
"WE'RE TRYING to find 
out what students want. As 
far as a new building goes, 
we need to see if students 
want it," Dr. Clement said 
She said funds for a 
recreation building probably 
would not come from the 
stale because the building 
would not be used as a pro- 
fessional  facility  for  phy- 
'Serpent' to slither on campus 
A procession of University 
students playing primitive 
rhythmic instruments will 
wind through inner campus 
beginning at 2 p.m. today 
and tomorrow to pick up the 
audience for "The Serpent." 
Then, led by the cast 
members, the procession 
will make its way to the per- 
formance site-an outdoor 
location kept secret by those 
involved in the production. 
Directed by Mark R Dull, 
junior (A4SI. "The 
Serpent" is not a play It is a 
dramatic ceremony that 
shows how men limit their 
own potential by self- 
restrictions. 
THE TEXT follows the 
narrative of the biblical 
book of Genesis However, 
the play at the same time 
rejects tbe assumptions of 
Genesis and creates a dia- 
lectic, said Joseph Chalkin, 
the original director of the 
show. 
Tbe premise of tbe play is 
man made God in his own 
image, and revered this God 
so man could determine his 
own limits. 
"It's radically different," 
said Dull   "The Serpent' is 
capable of testing tbe limits 
all of can go to." 
THE FIRST three re- 
hearsals were "very In- 
tense" encounter and sensi- 
tivity sessions 
Sponsored by Theatre 
Unbound, "The Serpent" is 
operating on a limited bud- 
get. However. Dull does not 
consider lack of money a 
problem. 
"We   can   impress   our 
audience more by imagma 
live use of things that are 
common. voices, move- 
ments, found' objects." 
Dull said. "By doing this, we 
can show our audience the 
potential that is in every- 
one." 
In case of rain, the produc- 
tion will be held at 2 p.m in 
the forum. Student Service? 
Bldg. 
Ross Todd Productions 
presents 
Anight on the wild side 
with 
LOU REED 
Singing songs from his hit album 
Transformer 
Sunday, May 27th - 8 p.m. 
at the State Theatre, Toledo 
'4 bO advance — '5 at door 
Tickets on sale at 
Finders Records, B.G. 
Metamorphis B.G. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 
Buckeye House 
Mt. Vernon 
Now Leasing Summer and Fall 
2 bedroom furnished 
Indoor pool 
Heath spa available 
MODEL OPEN 
CALL 
352-9378 
Summer *125/mo. 
Fall *65/mo. ■ 4 man rental 
OFFICE 
4'0's - Mon. Sat 
1:00-5:00 or Appoint 
WOMEN'S SANDALS 
From Bass, 
Connie's And 
Dunhams 
All Sizes And 
Colors 
FROM $499 
niki's booteru 
11 .p..in 1 t-»t-, *i f.r mm and ...inn Wmt 
Mon. Fri. 11-9 
Sat. 10-6 
Stadium Plaza 
Center 
1* $Sk*& Fla.v2<y. ■*&**> Vr y*> 
bunders 
u)l 
TV-' 
Trout fa 
am 
^tarxxur. 
The S<*3c£d 
Blus, let via 
Syt Scott 
sical education majors. 
The building would be for 
everyone, with little em- 
phasis on intercollegiate 
competition. Dr Clement 
said 
"I think we can sell the 
program With sufficient 
effort we can do about any- 
thing, if people will work to- 
gether." she said 
She said ber committee 
would have definite pro- 
posals for improved and. or 
additional facilities by the 
end of tbe summer. We 
plan to work as fast as we're 
capable of working.'' she 
added 
Folk dancers 
The International Folk 
Dancers from the Interna- 
tional Institute of Toledo 
will perform tomorrow night 
at 8:SO in the South Gym. 
Women's Bldg 
Sponsored by the physical 
education and recreation 
department, the perfor- 
mance is free and open to 
the public 
Refreshments will be 
served following the perfor 
NawifriMto by OVM I, f \itkm 
As a University student circles oround the track in 
the Men s Bldg., hoopttert shoot baskets below. A 
survey on recreational needs will be taken this 
week to see what students think of present 
facilities. 
Draft office relocated . 
Ohio Selective Service 
Director Paul A Corey has 
announced that Local Board 
No. 126. Selective Service 
System for Wood County, 
has moved to room 219, New 
Federal Bldg . 234 Summit 
St.. Toledo. Ohio. 43604 
Corey said that aiuiougn 
no one is being inducted, the 
law still requires every man 
to register with his draft 
board within a 60-day pei tod 
beginning 30 days prior to 
his 18th birthday 
registration facilities are 
also available at the fol- 
lowing Volunteer Registrar 
locations within Wood 
County ■
Richard Lowrie. Kast- 
wood High School. Pember- 
vilie. 43450; Richard Lieb. 
Lake High School. Millbury, 
43447; Robert Steinecker, 
Perrysburg High School, 
Perrysburg.43447; 
Larry Gingrich North 
Baltimore High School 124 
Second St . North Haiti 
more. 45872, Allen Allion. 
Klmwood High School 
Bluomdak. 44817. 
Ralph     Kleebcrgcr     and 
Ball) Fitter, Northwood 
High School. Northwood; 
Robert F.igensee. Rossford 
High School. Rossford. 
43460. Father Donahue. 
Divine Word Seminary. 
Wetf Rivet Rd . Perrys- 
burg. 43S51 
Full scholarships won 
Fight Ohio high -i ho     enter been awarded Presi- 
dent's Achievement Scholarships i" the I'mversity The 
scholarship provides each Itlldei I"i feet lor four years of 
study at the Dnivcrsitv 
Recipients are Suzanne M BoUndei from Roy C. Start 
High School in Toledo. Debra I. Campbell, Central Catholic. 
Toledo. Cynthia L Dolney Newbury High School. New- 
bury. Klli n'dr lliiin,in Valley Forge. Parma Heights. 
Paul D. Sibbersen, Lake High School. Millbury. Ueqrge E. 
Thompson. Brunswick High School. Brunswick. Barbara A. 
Weisbarth. Regina High School. Cleveland, and Nancy K. 
Windle. F'indlay Senior High School. Findlay. 
The scholarships were awarded in recognition of out- 
standing academic achievement, unusual ability as demon- 
strated by test scores and participation in extracurricular 
activities 
UAO CAMPUS FLICKS 
Watermelon Man 
7:30 
9:30 Fri., May 25 
210 M-SCIENCES- FREI WIT 
WEDNESDAY IS     DOLLAR DAY 
IkyRpK^s 
Double^Hkir Burger 
PLATTER    REG .1.34 
V* lb. freshly ground 
pure beef, dairy fresh 
cheese, lean tender 
ham, on a toasted 
sesame seed bun 
complete with 
french fries 
and cole slaw 
NO COKE!! 
*1. tit Save 34' 
G00D0NLYMAY23 
300 E. WOOSTER 
352-5330 
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Plocement uncovers job openings 
Kj Tke following is a list of 
'.-■job   openings   in   business 
areas   received   by   James 
Galloway.      University 
•Uirector of career planning 
;«nd placement 
> The leads were obtained 
after Galloway sent 34.000 
tetters resembling tele- 
grams to parents of enrolled 
'students     and     alumni 
requesting job opening re- 
ferrals. 
All job* are in Ohio unless 
otherwise specified. 
Available jobs in educa- 
tion will be printed in tomor- 
row's News 
METROPOLITAN     Life 
Ins.. Klyn.1. sales rep. Para- 
mount   Bldg    Components. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
18 or Over 
College trained men and women will be considered to sup 
plemenl our present stall These positions are lull time 
summer |0bs Searching for applicants who are de 
pendable and who are hard workers Excellent oppor 
(unities lor top earnings during summer Can earn 
$135 - $175 Per Week 
BASED ON YOUR PRODUCTIVITY 
(LONG HAIR OKAY) 
Excellent opportunities lor advancement this summer and 
may continue lo work on a part time or lull time basis next 
tail 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 216-696-5866 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
Furnished 2 Bedroom 
Suites 
only $65 
(based on 4 person occupancy) 
• Facilities include 
• V/2 baths 
• Wall to Wall Carpeting 
• Central Heat and A/C 
• Patio Grills 
• Indoor Pool 
Contact Our Rental Agent at 
741 High St. 
352-6248 
Hrs. 10-12,1-5.7-11 Everyday but Wed. 
Bates and Springer Inc. 
cheap nite 
is back 
at Pag I ia is. 
m 
' uxth. ilTdt heap i«v* bdsket 
4% #** 
C'S(MLL 0.0 &<l*.l*Af PM.trl.lS d 
(that's not 
'all  
ihiiUM«tsd»yl8rin-m»Vlm\ To yot r ioor or m the Store / ikt 
Toledo, general clerican 
Central Mutual Ins. Co.. Van 
Wert. admin, trainee. 
Travelers Ins . Toledo, Life 
Ins Sales Kevco D S Inc.. 
Cleveland,     asst      payroll 
supv. 
Bennett Brothers Furni- 
ture. McComb. sales. King 
Equip.     Co.,     Dublin, 
t^af;»rqtt     PRCe b - \2 oz. CANS of 
Peps..' (notthewatererl-dov.il sforf) 
Wthedcit W'piiid, iiteo,so.-0)o.-e.. 
Cinother word«;    "*«'*rithe porChdse. 
Pagliais K-o-t < .rAAIrJ, ft(> 
Opw Sw,. wed. *Thorv Ip,. <W  rr.f, S»t*J-5 
U-OSfcO f»V)N  1 Tor- b. 
Free consumer index 
The latest edition of the Consumer Product Information 
Index is available from Consumer Product Information. 
Pueblo. Col 81009 
Published quarterly, the index is a descriptive list of 
selected publications developed by It federal agencies. 
Most of the booklets tell how to buy, use and care for 
consumer products. Others discuss related subjects such as 
diet and nutrition, child care, health, safety and consumer 
protection 
The latest edition of the index features expanded sections 
in gardening, recreation and travel It also includes listing 
of publications available to Spanish-speaking consumers. 
The index is available at no charge 
accounting. Ind. Nucleonics 
Corp., Columbus, varied. 
Woodmen Ins. Agency, Lodi. 
pers. ins. sales. National 
I.ill- of Vermont. Cincinnati, 
salesman. Caylor-Nickel 
Hospital, Bluffton. Ind.. 
med. technologist. 
Peoples-Merchants Trust 
Co., Canton, mgmt trainee. 
Firestone Research. Akron. 
chem engineer. New York 
Life Ins.. Elyria. insurance 
sales. Moorman Mfg. Co.. 
Marion, sales and service. 
Kin i Realty Co, Cleveland 
Hts . real estate sales 
Navy Finance Center, 
Cleveland, mgmt intern. 
Globe Traveler Motel. 
Dallas. Texas, restaurant 
mgmt 
EUCLID INC.. Euclid, jr. 
INTERVIEWS FOR SUMMER 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE TAKEN FOR WAITRESS, BAR- 
MAID AND  BARTENDERS AND  KITCHEN  HELP FOR 
ALPINE CLIFF HOUSE, PORT CLINTON, OHIO. 
MR. HOWARD EATON WILL BE INTERVIEWING THURS., 
MAY 24th AT 7 P.M.. PETTI ALPINE VILLAGE, 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN. 
APPLICATION WILL BE FOR THE SUMMER SEASON. 
J & G PIZZA 
has the following dinners with salad and trench fries: 
12 oz. T-Bone Steak 
8 oz. Charcoal Beef Strip loin 
Rib Steak 
Shiskabob 
5 OZ. Hamburgers (deluxe with lettuce & tomatoes) 
$3.25 
$2.50 
$1.75 
4.95 
1
 .75 
440 E. Court St. ■ 353-8565 
Seniors, Are You Leaving Us? 
CometoVATAN'S 
and buy a plate to remember 
B.G.S.U. 
Plates Are Now Here 
— first edition plate made 
exclusively for Vatan's in Denmark 
depicting Prout Chapel, B.G.S.U. 
The perfect gift or memento 
for B.G. students, alumni & faculty 
Also trophy, plaque, and engraving 
109 N. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN'S 
(ONLY) 
2 for $10 PANTS PLACE 
JEANS & CORDS 
REG.'8to»15 0A//.V 
$5" o,2 .o,$10 
(PLUS) 
GREAT LOOKS IN 
KNIT WEAR & BAGGIES 
(LOOK FOR WEEKEND SPECIALS) 
OPEN M0N. thru SAT. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
Oxford House 
Use Our Owi 30 Oat Crijrge 
accountant. Midland Mutual 
Life, Toledo, life ins. under- 
writer. Acme Off. 
Machines, Inc.. Lima, elec- 
tronic service. 
Aeronauts International 
Travel, Lakewood. sales. 
Bus. Men's Assurance Co.. 
Columbus, sales representa- 
tive. Maier & Assoc.. Inc., 
North Canton, drafts- 
man/designer. Berea Bd. of 
Education, Berea. pool 
manager. 
Jos. T. Ryerson & Son, 
Chicago, III. varied. Gresen 
Mfg. Co/ Sub. of Tonka 
Corp.. Minneapolis, Minn., 
sales engineer. HB Elec- 
trical Mfg. Co.. Inc., Mans- 
field, draftsman/inventory 
control. Ohio Bell Telephone 
Co.. Columbus, communica- 
tions consultant. 
Midland Mutual Life Co.. 
Parma, insurance agent 
Lincoln Nat'l Life Ins. Co.. 
Cleveland. Ins/Sales High- 
lights for Children (Maga- 
zine). Columbus, sales (Out 
of Ohio). Software Design. 
Inc.. Oak Brook. III.. DOS 
Computer expert/sales rep. 
MOORMAN. Hooper It 
Wist. Attys . Tipp City, legal 
secretary Equitable Life 
Assurance    Soc.,    Canton. 
insurance sales. Forma 
Scientific. Inc.. Marietta, 
project engineer. Field 
Enterprise Educ. Corp., 
Sylvania, management 
trainee 
Catering Mgmt. Inc.. 
Hiram, food service mgr. 
Mac Tools. Inc.. Sakina. 
production supervisor. Pea- 
body Gallon Corp.. Gallon, 
industrial engineers. Junior 
Achievement. Toledo, 
management trainee. Bach 
* Co.. Inc. New York. N. Y.. 
varied. 
Alcan Aluminum Corp.. 
Cleveland, varied. Certified 
Chemical It Equip.. Cleve- 
land, salesman Rittenhouse 
Associates. Philadelphia. 
Pa., sales It varied. Charles 
Wideman Ins. Madison. 
S.D., insurance salesman. 
Lincoln National Life, Ft. 
Wayne. Ind.. system 
analyst, accountant, pro- 
grammer 
Eastern Airlines. Miami. 
Fla.. steward/stewardess. 
General Business Services. 
Detroit. Mich., assoc 
director. American Chain & 
Cable Co. Inc.. Adrian. 
Mich, quality issurance 
testing 
YMCA OF Fostoria. Fos- 
Y> BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
519 Ridge St. 
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts. 
• Fully carpeted 
• Laundry Facilities 
$100 per month 
Summer Rate 
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons) 
CALL 352-0717 
or 352-7660 
toru. dir. of bldg. servs. 
General Wadsworth Brick 
Corp., Wadsworth. sales 
rep. Cummins Engine Co.. 
Inc., Columbus, Ind., 
engineers/ varied. Metro- 
politan Life Ins. Co.. Lima, 
sales rep. 
Eging Realty. Inc.. 
Chardon real estate sales. 
Wauseon Mfg.-Essex Wire. 
Wauseon. machine operator. 
Dun & Bradstreet. Inc.. 
Cleveland, credit reporter 
Borg Warner. Toledo, 
quality control inspector. 
Jackson-Bayley Electric 
Co.. Canton, sales engineer. 
Walter Gons & Co.. CPA, 
Tiffin, jr. accountant. 
George Whysoll. Archbold. 
swamper. Hobnemann 
Medical College. Philadel- 
phia. Pa., asst. dean/dir. of 
admissions. Famour-Barr 
(May Co.). St. Louis. Mo., 
asst. buyer Acacia Mutual 
Life Ins. Co. Toledo, in- 
surance sales. 
Veh 4 Son, Inc Funeral 
Home and Furniture Store. 
Gibsonburg. varied. ICI, 
America, Wilmington. Del., 
pharmaceutical sales. 
Strauss - Fuchs - Oppen- 
heimer. Inc.. Chicago. 111., 
inaur. area manager. Hope 
Picture Frame Co.. Livonia. 
Mich., sales rep. Agri Chem. 
Inc.. Fort Morgan. Col., 
accountants 
More business job 
openings will be listed 
tomorrow 
LUTHER APTS. 
Special 
Simmer Rates 
1 bdrm. • '250.00 
2 bdrm.    '300.00 
(2-4) Occupants 
Pendleton 
Realty 
353-3641 
$500.00 Per Month 
SUMMER WORK 
Men and Women 
Stonegate Co of Cleveland. Toledo and Akron-Canton will interview students from these 
areas for summer |obs on Thursday. May 24th at the Placement Office. Room 360 of 
Student Services Building. This is a full lime summer |ob with starting salary of $500 per 
month This is NOT door to door selling or canvassing of any type but a car or access to one 
is necessary Possible college credits available to Business Maiors Excellent opportunities 
available for 80 students. 
Place Room 360 Student Services Building 
Date Thurs May 24- 
Times-10:00. 11:00. 1:00 & 3:30 
Please come to Placement Office to sign up 
*•••••*•**•••••••*••••••••*•**** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
DffiBiMW 
Wednesday Special 
STEAK Dinner 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll 
J Reg.'1.49 Now Only .99 J 
Across From The Football Stadium * 
Domino's 
Lunch Time Special 
Call Between 
11-5:00 and Receive 
3 Free Cokes with any large or 
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small 
Pizza 
Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-5221 
The Pizza People. Period 
Of fir good only between II im ■ 5 pm 
W.d-.do,   M<,y23    19/3, Th.BGN.w,/PoflO 
II hrrr Thrifty Shoppinu w « /'/«'«M*r#' 
Great Scot 
FR/ENDtY FOOD STORES 
'Inc. 
HAVE A SAFE 
& HAPPY HOLIDAY! 
OLD COURTHOUSE 
SLICED 
DINNER If LI CHUNK STYl! 
BOLOGNA 
COUNTRY STYLE WHOLE 
CHICKEN LEGS 
& THIGHS 
DINNIKiELL 3 VARIE1IIS BONELESS ROLLED 
L.,79*      LUNCH MEAT L.99C      PORK ROAST „.89«      PORK CUTLETS ..99' 
TRY GREAT SCOTS "KITCHEN CREATIONS' 
BAKERY and DELICATESSEN 
We We/come 
u. 1.0. i raw s Tjumr 
COUPONS 
ROO-RERRY 
CEREAL 
FUNNY FACE 
DRIOOS 
COnAGE 
CHEESE 
FABRIC SOFTENER 
ORADIA LARGE 
NEWFANGLED 
PRINGLES    t 
POTATO CHIPS 
CARNATION I » II»U                                                                _    #*< SAIADA *E»«»- r.mn.jurnra.1                                                        — _ DETERGENT                                                                     ^       „ I««™«IIUI.                                                                 -   - __ 
DRINK MIXES       afi:4/*1 INSTANT TEA ,OI 99° DOWNY ttSrW 0XYD0L SSi&'l" COFFEE MATE       M„.,1M 
CONTAOINA                                             _    ..... MVNOUMICONOMY __ ST. RIGIS DIIP WHITE                                        •%«%„ SI AW AY                                                      _   ,_ CARNATION    SM. CAN                                »^~ 
TOMATO PASTE 6oz6/$100 ALUMINUM FOIL „ .„ 79c PAPER PLATES ,5„;, 99c TOMATO JUICE „,, 2/43c EVAPORATED MILK   2/27c 
FIRST MATE 
KLEENEX      „.a 25c CHEESE SPREAD 2 B 88c PORK & BEANS . NO. 300 19e 
FROZEN - 
STRAWBERRIES 
ifei^ 
CREST 
F#iP PRODUCE DEPARTMENT 
1% OZ. FREEI 
TOOTHPASTE 
CRIAMETTES 
LYSOL SPRAY       „ol 99°    MACARONI 2 ... 49c    BATHROOM CLEANER5 69c 
HEINZ _   - NORTHERN _ _ STARKIST «»<»,_ 
TOMATO SOUP        NO, 11c    PAPER TOWELS    _ 29c    CHUNK TUNA 39c . 
SOFT TOUCH __ NAPOIION Ma_ MA, 
TOILET TISSUE       ,„.W    BUTTER ftu.740    BLUE BONNET        CJ,RS29( 
FRESH TENDER 
SWEET CORN 
EAR 8 
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST 
EACH 
FRESH CALIFORNIA 
LEMONS STRAWBERRIES 
QT. 79 
REGULAR OR UNBLEACHED 
PILLSBURY FLOOR it*. 
PRICES GOOD IHRUMAY It, 1973       WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS 
:  
THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT! 
Great Scot 
v FRIENDLY FOOD STORES * 
i 
6/Th* BG N.w,, VV.drw.day, May 23, 1973 
Blue laws repeal sought 
; A bill to repeal the Ohio 
tt*c laws, designed to re 
♦rict the operation of busi- 
nesses on Sunday, went to its 
first committee bearing 
yesterday in the Ohio House 
it Representatives. 
' Rep John A Galbraith 
{R-«8 Maumee) said yester- 
day he had no idea how the 
bill be is sponsoring would 
fare in the hearing before 
the Agriculture. Commerce 
and Labor Committee. 
In a series of hearings, 
committee members will 
decide whether the bill 
should be forwarded to the 
Winthrop Terrace 
LOW LOW LOW 
SUMMER RATES 
- 220/qtr. 
- 250/qtr. 
270/qtr. 
Pates Based On 2 People 
OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD. 
Ph. 352-9135 
1 BEDROOM 
2 BEDROOM 
2 BEDROOM 
2 BATH - 
House tor action, he said. 
Galbraith. who supported 
a similar repeal bill in 1969, 
said the blue laws are 
causing disrespect for all 
laws because they are 
impossible to enforce. 
OHIO HAS had Sunday 
closing laws since 1788. 
when it was part of the 
Northwest Territory 
In 1805. after Ohio gained 
statehood, a ban on 
"sporting. gambling, 
rioting, quarreling, hunting. 
horse racing, shooting and 
the disturbance of worship" 
was enacted. 
Kepeal attempts have 
been made several times, 
but have been unsuccessful. 
Galbraith said repeal of 
the blue laws would have a 
minimal effect on towns 
such as Bowling Green. 
"I don't really think it 
would make much dif- 
ference, because these laws 
are not really being enforced 
anyway." he Mid. 
% 
BEST BALL DOUBLES 
MEN'S MAY 23 AT 9:00 P.M. 
MAY 24 AT 7:00 P.M., 8:30 P.M. 
<fe 
trophies awarded First 3 places 
Qt. Coke 
Special 
Reg. 35c — Tonite 25c 
The Pizza People, Period 
Domino's 352-5221 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE - ADMISSION '1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D. 
STA&1VM inertia 
NOW PLAYING 
7:15-9:15 
WILL OUR WASTE OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
KILL THE PEOPLE OF TOMORROW! 
SOYLENT GREEN 
People need it... \\   v 
in the year 
2022. 
«-p CHARITON HESTON • LEIGH TAYLOR YOUNG - 
"SOYLENT GREEN"    ■. -, CHOCK CONNORS • nisi PH com N 
BROCKPiiiRS-PftuiAKiiiv .^EDWARD G ROBINSON   HI; 
STADfVM 
NOW PLAYING 
7:30-9:30 
MAN OR ANIMAL ..MONSTER OR 
MYTH SOMETHING IS STILL DOWN THERE 
Cbc Legend of Boggy Creek 
A TRUI AIONV 
*   .   V M    « ■ -    ■ ..' 
THE 8TQPY OF THE TOUKE MOIMSTEP 
NOW OPEN FULL TIME FOR YOUR 
MOVIE UNDER THE STARS FUN! 
THUR IS STUDENT NIGHT  ADMISSION '1 (XI WITH ID 
OPEN 8:00 - SHOW 8:45 
ADULTS M 75 - CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE 
They challenged 
the best of 
die sporting world 
... with a 
no'count hound! 
r
  WALT DISNEY 
raooucTWB' 
^Biscuit 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Lupr    T* GeiTI   ft** 
ACROSS 
1   Bathe*. 
7  Made u rertain 
run. 
11 Prior. 
I''   Queuing. 
17 Prineen« **ho 
found 
•thipwreeked 
UlyMes 
IK KciponhV 
1° Growing ou!. 
20 Ceremonials. 
22 Young (>'....!. 
23 Virginia -   . 
24 Chariot for 
CMMNT* 
25 S. A. rodent. 
26 Pennant 
28 Shade of blur, 
for «hori. 
20 Singer Ed . _. 
10 Country house. 
\\ Part of Spain. 
.11 I'nrm -ertiom. 
Xr» l.ilrky nunihrr. 
'.'i  City on the 
Hraioa. 
17 I'p and ahout. 
IB (rlo»sy finish on 
paper. 
12 Private. Abhr. 
13 Spurious. 
11 Crrman dam. 
16 "        wan 
-aying..." 
47  Masoarhuftclt* 
city. 
IH Forgo. 
W  Prartiral. 
.'»!   Ready wit. 
■r>.1  Fine porcelain. 
U  Tellrr« of l.lev 
''")   Ancient rity, 
now Urfa. 
"»6 South Carolina 
river. 
DOWN 
1 Crew dim. 
2 Pineapple. 
3 Charles or Mary. 
I Hawthorne 
heroine. 
.'.   Cleveland'-   lake. 
6 Thu%: l.at. 
7 Took on. 
H Single*. 
'»   Wave: Span. 
10 Algonquian 
Indian. 
11 Lorelei.. 
12 \.|D.iiii   animal. 
11 Crew members. 
I i  Elevates. 
21  Region:  Abbr. 
24 FirM name 
famou* in Eire. 
25 Seine rroMing. 
27 Avid. 
28 Churrhman. 
10 Club*. 
31 Taxed. 
32 Salvage. 
33 Rara  
31  Peare pipe. 
36 Bed. 
37 "Come* in 
the I1.I\ - 
orrupationa..." 
38 Mountain pass. 
.19 Familiar 
salutation. 
10   Redarled. 
II Paul. 
1.1  Light wood. 
15 Famous Dodger. 
47  Appeals to. 
18   Pottery. 
.VI  Money in  Paris: 
Abbr. 
52 Type of fly  ball. 
1 ? 3       1 5 P 
14 15 
; e • ". II 12 
F 13 16 ■ L 17 
h 
'8 
19 
_ ■ |?l 25 22 23 - ■ " *l ■ N 
29 
* 
■ 
31 32 33 ■ J 
35 '6 
37 39 40 :i 
«2 | I " J5 
1-3 1 B 1 ■ 
1 
49 5C f
' 
52 
53 
" 
55 ■ 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUIIIF 
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THI WIZARD OF ID by Brut   parkar   mnd   Jokaay ban 
Kl*5/Wg   FAift 
MAlt?eU,AH(? I "Ww 
TUKN INTt? A 
HAN&SOH& F*P|«JC-E.' 
-«m>~ CLaSSIFIED   'ii» 
CAMPI'SCALKNIMH 
Wednesday. May 23 .973 
Last fling before finals' 
Founderi Prout Jam 
Session May 28 6-10 pm. 
Founders t'af Free 
Men's three speed bike in 
eicellent condition 135 Call 
Dave at 3S2 T3M 
SIMS  will hold cberkim. for those who practice T M  at 
I 30pm in the I'errv Room of the I'nion 
There will  be a Christian prayer  meeting ai h \i pm 
tonight at Prout Chapel 
Congratulations to Sue 
l I.IVW.N a member of Theta 
1 hi Dream Court  I^)ve The 
AX's 
WxSO mobile home $2000 or 
best offer    Must  sell    -v>s 
:I7W alien. 
Must   sell     67 
Call 352 0M6 
Honda   300 
SIMS   will have an advanced lecture (or those who 
practice T M at 7 pm in the River Room ol the I'nion 
part time $1000 a month 
possible Own hrs Reply 
name & phone number Op- 
portunity. P.0 Bos 336. 
Fremont. Oh .43420 
Hide   to   Mont  Wvo    area 
June 4 or 5.354-864. 
Need ride to Buflalo lor 
Memorial holiday Can 
leave early Friday morning 
Will pay Kathy 2-3200 
Tom & Dave congratu- 
lations on vour engagement 
We're going to miss ya 
Tom Love The AX s 
Congratulations Susie 
Graham on being selected 
Sweetheart of SAK Love 
The Alpha Chi s 
3 bdrm house- 1 bl from 
campus Hm w kit & I 
bdrm apt  sum  & next lall 
878-21W 
ApU li houses for summer 
only 362 1261 before 4pm 
Wanted Female to live on 
Sixth Street lall quarter 
only Call 372 3309 
New   Kg    Si     Water   bed 
w frame 3S2-6R4 
FOR SALE One pair Koss 
PRO-1 stereo headphones 
Like new Call Bill. 354-3222 
Needed 1 roommate lor lall 
quarter apt al O S I Info 
call 2-3016 
APARTMENTS 
RENT 352 SSB6 
FOR 
WANTED 
I need graduation tickets 
Please call Rick al 353-6814 
Wanted to rent I bdrm apt 
A C for sum qtr Cat owner 
Call collect. 614-261 7S34 
Kemale  needs an  apt    lor 
August and Sept 2 4561 
SERVICES OFFEHED 
Student   needs   work   sum 
Babvsit hswk 372-5729 
Attractive barmaids 4i 
waitresses needed for 
summer Applv in person 
Mr Bojangles W3S Mam 
Piua drivers with car 
Hourly rate fr mileage 
Apply in Mr  Ed s 
Congratulations Cindy 
Armstrong Sigma Chi 
Pledge Sweetheart Love. 
The AX s 
72   Vfga   Hatchback   4-sp 
354-4r-5 between 4-7 pm 
FOR RENT 
Apt   to sublease sum   Pool 
352 5S66 
Spread it thick' Founders 
Prout Jam Session Monday 
May 28. 6-10 pm with the 
Squids and the Blue Ice with 
Syd Scott 
APARTMENTS      FOR 
RENT 352-9378 
4-man apt   to sublet   June 
rent free 352 7709 
Student room m summer A 
(all Kitchen, private 
entrance rec rm 3 blocks 
iroml'ni.   Ph 352 9043 
FOR SALE 
Summer job. men 1 women 
Part-time only Apply in 
person at Stadium Cinema I 
and II 
PERSONALS 
SWISS FONDUE SETS at 
the Working Hand Craft 
Center 515 Conneaut 
Beautiful 1970 Champion 
12x60 Redetort washer & 
dryer Air-con  1-665-0678 
72 Opel 1900 stationwagon 
FM stereo system Best 
offer Ph 352-6654 
LYRIC Al TO has moved to 
the country South on I'S 25 
to Kramer Rd Turn left 
Fixing VW & American 
cars Same phone. 352-7031 
Thanks to everyone for a 
wonderful lunch at the TKE 
House Sunday' Hook 
HELP WANTED 
Waitress wanted Pagliai s 
Pisza Apply in person. 1004 
S Main 
Gimpv Jose- now Rugbv 
season s over maybe you 
can retire your Ben-Gay for 
a while Karen 
Hockv and Joe We didn t 
know we had quite THAT 
many rivals M4K 
72 Honda 350 8600 Kevin 2- 
66 VW Bug Deluxe NEW 
TIRES REBUILT TOP 
END 8750 352-9262 after 6 
pm 
Openings lor 1-4 persons 
CAMPUS MANOR APART 
MENTS now renting for 
summer 4 fall SPECIAL 
SIMMER HATEJ 8140 per 
month New formatted. 2 
minute walk to campus. 5 to 
town Located behind 
Burger Chef Phone 352-9302 
days. 352-6033 evenings or 
352-736J evenings 
Deluxe Ig 1 bdrm furn apt 
avail June 15 close to Cniv 
Ml MM 
Wanted Housematets) now 
and or through summer 
Nice situation 354-0695 
Sailing Instructor and Dog 
Master Toledo Ci' 382- 
3416 Ask for manager 
Any girl needing a summer 
jobI 400 W Elm St North 
Baltimore M F 8-4 30 257 
6575 
WANTED- You at 
FOTTENBOTTENS      INN 
this summer- downtown 
Willoughbv. east of Cleve- 
land 
String Bass 8250   Call Jim 
352-5704 
Attention Campers and Bi 
cyclists- assortment of high 
quality backpacks and 
sleeping bags al 2b 
discount from hard-working 
conscientious student 
Contact Bill Weaver. 352 
6902 
Green view Apartments. 
SUMMER & FALL leases 
available 1 bdrm 2 bdrm . 
It eff available Special 
summer rates, cail 352-1185 
or stop by- 
North Grove Apts   2 bdrm 
furn   4-man 845 each   Call 
353-5691 
Across from campus 1 
bdrm furn June 15 Also 3 
bdrm duplex unfurn at 214 
S Summit. June 1 Married 
couple No pets Ph 353 3123 
or 669-2156 
Furn house 4V furn apt for 
sum and or lall Ph 352- 
0661 after 6 
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS 
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR 
TOWERS PH 352 7365 
CAMPING - 
73 MOTOR HOMES AND 
TRAVEL TRAILERS 
TRAVEL TRAILERS- 840 
PER WEEKEND Fee 
includes full insurance at 
extras Dannies Leasing. 
Perrysburg. 874-3279 
4-person apt 8125 mo - 
summer 8220 mo - fall 522 
N Main 
2 females needed for 4-man 
next vear Access to heated 
pool Call 352 7358 
TEOmOUK   G 
SUMMER JOBS available 
lor men & women in 
TOLEDO. CLEVELAND. 
AKRON-CANTON, with the 
STONEGATE CO Starting 
salarv of 8500 per month 
Interviews held on Thurs 
May 24 at 10am. II am. I pm 
or 3 30 pm al Placement 
Oflice in Student Services 
Kuiiding 
PAGLIAI S IS CLOSED 
MONDAY & TUESDAY 
REGULAR HOURS REST 
OF WEEK 
For sale cheap living ac- 
comodations 12x50 mobile 
home on nice, large lot 
Avail Aug or Sept 352-7285 
For sale- House trailer- 
10x50 82000 Furnished 
carpeted 352-5662 
Apts for summer 4V fail 
rental Special summer 
rales I Mock to campus 
Apply HamWin Cleaners or 
call 353-4673 before 5pm or 
353-3143 after 6pm 
Female looking for female 
roommaleis' to share apt. 
this  summer    Call   Sherrv 
372-4616 
APARTMENTS 
RENT 352-9378 
FOR 
Congratulations to Joyce A 
Godwin and Thomas M 
Buvnak on your 
engagement Best wishes 
forever Love. PO and 
Brus»e 
1966 blue Javelin, excellent 
condition, snow tires, best 
offer 354-7951 
Available fall & summer 
leases Close to campus 
PtMae 352-1873 353-9663 
68 Saab wagon mech ex 
Radio. 25+ miles per gal 1 
owner 352 8016 
Renters needed to subset 
house this summer Ex- 
cellent location 4 bedrooms 
Call 352-0283 
Sales  help wanted   full or      vou* 
Congrats'   Cindy   and   Sue. 
Alpha Chi s are real proud of 66 MG B com i  8750 or best 
offer, call 362-0842 
Apia and rooms for sum 4 
fall Near ramous Ph 352 
7365 
1     bdrm      furn married 
couple    6140 mo Opening 
June 151 30 Sept 1 Ph 352- 
6626 
1 or 2 F rmtes needed for 
sum house I block from 
campus, own bdrms- 
846 mo .836 if 2 F ■ 3S4- 
2304 
1 (m to sublet furn hse own 
bdrm close call 352-6394 
'La Mancha'-play 
of ideals, dreams 
Wednesday, Mo, 33, 1*73, The BO Mewa/Pe*. 7" 
By Raw Hame 
Kate rtalameal Edlter 
On the surface. Man of La Mancha" appears to be a play 
about a deteriorating old man who believes he has a mission 
to right all wrongs 
But when one looks beyond the play within the play -toe 
story of Don Quixote-one sees the story of Miguel Cervantes 
and his belief in idealism 
'Man of La Mancha opens tonight at 8 p.m in Main Audi- 
torium 
Directed by Dr Allen S White, associate professor of 
speech, the play features Gregory Violand. junior (Ed.). as 
Cervantes and Don Quixote. Micbeal Sartor, junior (Ed.), 
as the servant and lovable squire Sancbo Panza: and 
Marianne Belleville, sophomore (Mus Ed t. as Aldonza. 
THE PLAY TAKES place during the Spanish Inquisition 
In the Inquisition dungeon, prisoners try each new arrival 
When Cervantes arrives, his fellow prisioners try him for 
being an idealist, a bad poet and an honest man 
He pleads guilty to all three charges and enters his de- 
fense in the form of a story-lhe tale of Don Quixote and his 
adventures as a knight errant 
Cervantes employs the prisoners in a script that describes 
Quixote's quest to right wrongs and defend virtue for the 
sake of his lady Dulcinea 1 Aldonza I 
DR. WHITE said the play concerns  the ideal of reality.' 
"We spend so much time eeking out a living we have no 
tune for idealization." he said "You must have ideals to 
strive for." 
Winner of the Critic s Circle award. Man of La Mancha' 
has recently been released as a movie A television version 
starring Hex Harrison also was aired last month 
However. Dr While said. "If you haven't seen Man of La 
Mancha' 00 stage, you haven't seen 'Man of La Mancha'' 
He said the story is "extremely theatrical". 
"YOU MUST SEE the actors transform from the theatri- 
cal context as prisoners to real people telling a narrative." 
he said. 
Nearly every person in the 20-member cast plays two 
roles. 
"The movie took us out of the theater and onto the real 
road to La Mancha," said Dr. White. "But this is not a 
realistic expose." 
While "Man of La Mancha" has been one of the most 
successful musicals on the contemporary scene. Dr White 
considers it a "drama with incidental music." He said he 
enjoys musical theater when there is a good story sup- 
porting it. 
"lam not a music person." be said. 
DR. WHITE AND set designer John Hepler have chosen 
an open, neutral setting for the play. 
•"The set can become whatever Cervantes wants it to be- 
come." said Dr White 
DR. IVAN TRUSUSR, professor of music education, is 
directing the music. Gail Argetsinger selected the costumes 
for the production. 
"Man of La Mancha" runs tonight through Saturday. 
Tickets are available for all performances. Admission is 50 
cents for University students. 75 cents for children and high 
school students, and $1.75 for adults. 
Reservations may be obtained by calling the theater box 
office at 372-2719 Reserved tickets must be picked up by 
730p.m. Curtain time is I p.m. 
The discussion scheduled to follow tomorrow's 
performance has been canceled 
Quixote de 
La Mancha 
Nawtphote by Jeiaaai W 
In a team from "Man of la Mancha," Den Quixote (Gregory Vieland), 
kneeling, it dubbed "Knight of the Woeful Countenance" by the Innkeeper 
(Phil Futciello) at Aldoma (Marianne Belleville) and Quixote'! squire Sancho 
(Micheal Sartor) ting hit praitet. The play opent tonight at 8 p.m. in Main 
Auditorium. 
Andrews' show takes 7 Emmys 
eZcettostia LOS ANGELES (API-Television's biggest success of the season. "The Waltons." and its most glamorous failure. "The Julie Andrews Hour." 
dominated the 25th annual Emmy 
Awards presentations 
"The Waltons," the CBS story of a 
rural Virginia family during the 
Depression, won six awards Sunday 
night-including best dramatic series. 
New space rock sounds 
Review by 
Fraak Johnioa 
Spate rock-you might think it would 
be music relating to the outer limits or 
science fiction monsters 
But space rock is music using 
electronic instruments, special tapes 
and sound eflects. among other things 
Almost all space rock seems to come 
from Europe mostly (rom England- 
wilh only one American release I can 
remember Paul Kantner's "Blows 
Against the Empire." 
A recent release from King Crimson 
can. with little or no stretch of the 
imagination, be called space rock. 
"LARKS'   TONGUES   in   Aspic, 
released on the Atlantic label, shows 
King Crimson has remained on top o( 
the space rock pile 
The first Crimson album, in the 
Court of the Crimson King." is by far 
their best. It features a fantastic title 
cut and robotive song "21st Century 
Schizoid Man " 
Their next two albums, "In the Wake 
of Posiden" and "Lizard." were much 
the same. Both featured powerfully 
dramatic instruments and vocals. 
But after the third release, the group 
began falling apart. Guitarist and 
vocalist Greg Lake left to join 
Emerson and Palmer. 
CRIMSON'S FOURTH release. 
Islands." showed the loss of the three 
members. It was toned down 
considerably from earlier albums. In 
fact, the music had turned into a sort of 
classical baroque into something that 
could be called space folk 
"Larks' Tongue in Aspic" reflects 
some drastic personnel changes. 
The original group members except 
Robert Fripp left Crimson to join 
Alexis Korner's Snape band. 
Since King Crimson formed in 1968, 
Fripp has graduated from guitarist to a 
guiUrist-songwriter-keyboards man. 
He is very much chief of the mellotron- 
-an instrument that has become a 
Crimson mainstay 
AFTER STRAYING from the space 
rock fold with their "Free Four" 
release. Pink Floyd has apparently 
returned to the space rock fold. 
An extensive American concert tour 
has given the group a quadraphonic 
sound system that has made its music 
different from anything I've heard 
before. 
Gimmickry such as footsteps is 
present throughout their new album. 
"Dark Side of the Moon." released on 
the Harvest label. 
"Money" is my favorite cut on this 
disc. It probably will be the one 
released as a single. 
"Money" starts out with the sounds 
of rattling change, a cash register and 
the tearing of receipt tapes all to the 
beat of a bass guitar that carries the 
tune 
THOUGH A selling gimmick. Pink 
Floyd has been using sound effects so 
much they have become a trademark 
of the group. 
The space music really appears in 
both King Crimson's and Pink Floyd's 
recordings when they leave out vocals 
with pleasing regularity and 
demonstrate the importance of 
instruments. 
King Crimson has become mono- 
leveled and somewhat passive. But 
Pink Floyd has come out of their rut. 
They are out to expand the listeners' 
imagination -and that's what space 
rock is all about. 
best actor (Richard Thomas), best 
adresi (Michael Learned), ami besl 
supporting actress (Ellen Corby) 
Ms Andrews' show, canceled by 
ABC because ol low rating*, puked up 
seven awards   including best musical 
variety   series   and   a   number   lor 
technical aspects Ms Andrews was 
reported abroad during the moment of 
triumph at the Shubert Theater 
IN THE ANNUAL network rivalry. 
CBS won 25 awards, followed by ABC 
with 22. NBC won 10. and the Public- 
Broadcasting System (PBS) had 
seven 
Laurence Olivier was named 
outstanding actor in a single 
performance for ABC's "Long Day's 
Journey Into Night." and ('Ions 
I..-,K Inn,in was named outstanding 
actress for an ABC Movie of the Week. 
"A Brand New Life." Both also are 
Oscar winners 
The CBS movie. "A War of 
Children," a portrayal of the bitter 
ProtestantCatholic conflict in 
Northern Ireland, was named 
outstanding single dramatic program 
Scott Jacoby. 16, was named best 
supporting actor in a drama for the 
ABC movie. "That Certain Summer." 
in which he played a youth,trying to 
cope with his father's homosexuality. 
MARY TYLER MOORE was named 
best actress in a comedy, and two 
performers on her "The Mary Tyler 
Moore Show." Ted Knight and Valerie 
Harper, were named best supporting 
players. 
Ms Moore earlier won two Emmys 
in her appearance on the old '' Dick Van 
Dyke Show." 
The Emmy from the National 
Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences for best comedy went for the 
third year to "All in the Family." 
Jack Klugman. co-star of "The Odd 
Couple," was named the besl comedy 
actor lor his portrayal of a sloppy 
sportswriter He won for the same role 
in 1971 
ANOTHER major winner was "L '.i 
With a Z." The NBC special starring 
l.i/.i Minnelli was named best single 
variety  show   It  previously  won  at 
Peabody Award 
"America." the 13-part reflection on! 
the United States by Alistair Cooke* 
was named the outstanding new series* 
The sir v. also a Peabody winner, was 
produced by the British Broadcasting!. 
Corp. 
Coming aftractions | 
SCHOOL OF MUSlC-Tomorrow at 2 pin., Dr John Melby will 
discuss "Recent Developments in Computer Music" in the Recital Hall. 
School of Music Bldg 
LITERATURE LECTURE-Today at 4 p.m.. Angel Vazquez from the 
University of Tennessee will discuss influences of Baroja on Dos 
Passos and Hemingway." 
WBGU-TV-Tonight at 7, the psychiatric problems confronting 
Vietnam veterans will be the topic of "The Turning Points." At 9 p.m., 
Grace Glueck will discuss the values, motives and purposes of 
museums. 
Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. and Friday at 10 p.m. "No Fault Insurance" 
will be the topic of "Ohio This Week" broadcasts. 
-   Saturday at 11 p.m., "An Interview with Coretta King" will be aired. 
Sunday at 6:30 p.m.. a special called "Ohio Looks at Thursdays 
Child" will examine the rights of handicapped children to an appropriate 
education. 
Also on Sunday, at 7:30 p.m., "Come to Florida Before It's Gone" will 
examine environmental deterioration. 
MAKE-UP WORKSBOr-David Stiers, stage makeup instructor at 
Julliard School of Drama, will conduct a make-up workshop Tbaraday. 
May 24. through Saturday, June 1 Sessions will be held in 401 University 
Hall tomorrow and Friday from 3-S p.m.; Saturday and Monday. 10 a.m. 
to noon; Tuesday Thursday, May 29-31, 7-9 p.m.; and Saturday, Jane 2. 
10 a.m. to noon. For further details, contact Dr. Roger Gross, associate 
professor of speech. 308 South Hall. 
GUESS WHO will perform at the Toledo Sports Arena Friday, June 1. 
at 8 p.m. Tickets can be obtained at the arena box office for $4.50 in 
advance or $5.50 at the door. There are no reserve seals. 
Student 
art display 
Newanhetea by Oene J. Pinker 
Sculpture, weavingt and metal works comprise several of the 5SO displays at 
the twenty-second annual undergraduate art show in the Gallery of the Fine 
Arts Bldg. The exhibit, which continues through Wednesday, May 30, also 
includes ceramics, glass, photography and paintings. 
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Fans hinder Aaron's quest for 714' 
By Keuy While 
Sporti Editor 
First there was Maris. then there was Mays, and now 
there's Aaron 
These names, if you are acquainted with the annals of 
Baseball history, have one thing that is synonomous with the 
grand old game-like peanuts, popcorn and crackerjacks- 
they all have attempted to break Babe Ruth's all-time 
homerun record 
IF your memory serves you short about the gigantic feats 
of the New York Bomber. Ruth clubbed 714 career solos 
The record still stands as an supposedly unconquerable feat 
What connection do Maris. Mays and Aaron have with this 
story'' Well, back in 1961, Roger Maris- then a member of 
the Bronx Bombers. Murderer's Row or the Pinstripe 
Clubbers (New York Yankees), broke a record many 
baseball buffs thought could never be bested. 
Maris that year tatooed 61 gopher balls breaking Ruth's 
record of 60 homeruns in one season Maris became the 
target of abuse from fans that year because he had 
destroyed a legend's (Huth's) record 
When one mentions the name of Willie Mays, flashbacks 
occur of "Mr Wonderful'' who broke into baseball back in 
1961 with the old New York Giants He could do more things 
on the diamond than Pillsbury can do with dough. 
DURING Mays years, it looked as though he would make 
-ports World 
Wither Wood, the southpaw knuckleball artist of the 
Chicago White Sox. became the major league's first 10- 
game winner by defeating Minnesota. 9-3. in the first game 
of a twinbill Sunday 
Wood is 24 days ahead of the pace Denny McLain set in 
1968 when he won 31 games for Detroit. 
DM Sbela was honored as the outstanding man in 
professional football at the annual New Kngland Pro 
Football dinner 
"None of the ABA (American Basketball Association) 
teams could beat our best team." said National Basketball 
Association (NBA) veteran Jerry West of the Los Angeles 
Lakers 
"Billy Caaaiaf ham. a good friend of mine, was named the 
most valuable player in the ABA this year and 1 don't think 
be could ever have made it that big in our league," said 
West. 
Cincinnati Reds catcher Johnny Beach has been named 
national honorary chairman of the 1973 Christmas seal 
campaign against lung disease Bench, 25. recovered from 
major lung surgery last year when a benign lesion was 
discovered on his right lung. 
The Browns' Chip Glass, bothered since the latter part of 
the last football season by back pain, underwent surgery 
yesterday at Mt. Sinai Hospital. Cleveland, for a herniated 
lumbar disc 
Jim Ryma scored his first victory as a pro over Kip Kelno. 
the Olympic champion from Kenya, when he won the mile 
event at San Diego in 4:00 4 Hyun uncorked his famous kick 
in the final 80 yards to come from behind and finish three 
yards ahead of Jerome Howe, who was second, and seven 
yards in front of Keino. who was third 
Leroy Kelly, the Browns super and durable running back, 
is reconsidering his retirement plan after a decade with 
Cleveland 
In an interview with the Cleveland Press after the 
Browns' veteran went through the spring workout. Kelly 
was asked if the end of his career was in sight He replied. 
"I really don't know I'll wait until later to make my 
decision because it's hard to give up the game after being in 
it as long as 1 have."' 
Major league slate 
AMERICAN UCAOUI NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Fill Dlvliloa KM Dlvliloa 
v> L Pel <;B » L PCt <iB 
lvii.nl 20 18 52b Chicago 23 16 m 
Baltimore 17 || m i'i New York 19 16 ..4.I  ■; 
New York II .'II 474    2 I'llts burgh 16 17 485    4 
Milwaukee 17 10 472   2 Montreal IS 18 455    5 
Boston IS 19 441    3 I'hlladrlphl.i 14 24 368 I'l 
Cleveland 17 23 425    4 SI   Unns 12 24 333 »'-■ 
Weil Illusion We.lllluilo. 
Chicago 21 13 6IS Houston 26 16 Ml 
California 21 14 600   '.• s Francisco 27 17 1.14 
Kansas City 23 17 tn i Cincinnati 23 16 590 I'l 
Oakland 21 It at i UM Angeles 23 17 575   2 
Minnesota II 17 f.14 3', Ml.inl.i 16 H 421    8 
Texas 12 23 HI »', S.m Diego II 26 366 I01. 
Ball State in MAC 
COLUMBUS (API • The 
Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) admitted Ball Slate 
University yesterday as its 
10th member 
The admission of the 
Cardinals, located at 
Muncie. Ind.. was an- 
nounced jointly at a press 
conference by league 
Commissioner Fred Jacoby 
and Dr Phillip R Shriver. 
Miami University president 
and outgoing chairman of 
the MAC Council of Presi 
dents 
THE admission of Ball 
State marks the fourth time 
the MAC has expanded in 
the last 22 months. 
Central Michigan and Eas- 
tern Michigan were ad- 
mitted in July. 1971. and 
Northern Illinois became the 
ninth member in March. 
Jacoby said he was not 
certain bow soon the Car- 
dinals could be worked into 
the conference  scheduling 
They already play several 
league members regularly 
in football and basketball 
The Indiana school has a 
full-time enrollment of 
nearly 18.000 and enjoys 
major status in all sports 
except football 
a strong bid at the Babe's homer mark However, it became 
obvious the last couple of years that Father Time put a 
choke hold on the "Say Hey" kid. denying him the honor of 
f-'rther pursuing Ruth's mark 
Now to the real knitty gritty. There has always been a 
man associated with the game of baseball by the name of 
Henry (Hank) Aaron His name should ring a bell-the candy 
bar Oh Henry! was named after him 
.le hasn't always received the recognition many of the 
other players have, but that's just how the perplexing world 
of sports is living in someone's shadow and working twice 
as hard as the next man to make some headlines 
AARON has always been one of the great outfielders in 
the game of baseball. He. too. has been one of the more 
outstanding homerun sluggers the game has ever seen and 
probably will see-because of his powerful rabbit-like wrist. 
Always totaling 30. 38. 42. 44 or even 50 roundtrippers a 
season, Aaron has been overshadowed by greats such as 
Mays, the late Roberto Clemente. Maris and even Mickey 
Mantle 
Why all of the recognition now? Well "Hammerin' Hank" 
is on the verge of dissecting Ruth's legend and making it a 
memory in the world of baseball. 
You see. Aaron is 30 homeruns away from equalizing the 
"Little Bambino's" career mark As of now. Aaron has 684 
career clouts. If he gets 31 (715 career homers) in the near 
future he will be the greatest slugger baseball has seen in 
more than three decades-making him a legend in his own 
time. 
Is there success for a man striving for a record that no 
other player in the present time may touch1 Well, some 
people down Atlanta way don't want the record of their hero 
broken 
In the last month and a half. Aaron has been greeted with 
a boo-city symphony by the boo birds in Atlanta Stadium. He 
has been on the receiving end of derogatory letters calling 
him everything but a child of God-all because he is in reach 
of Ruth's record. 
tn a recent United Press International (UPI) story, the 
Braves slugger was quoted as saying. "They (fans) call me 
nigger and every word you can come up with. If I was white, 
all America would be proud of me-but I 'm black 
Why boo or write Aaron abusive letters'1 Actions such as 
these should not be forced on an athlete of Aaron's stature 
who has toiled hard and long to reach the many milestones 
in his already illustrious career 
As far as relating these incidents to those of this already 
sick society or racist people. I too must be categorized as a 
racist-because I want to see Aaron break Ruth's mark 
RECORDS such as Ruths-sacred as they be to some of 
his fans-are made to be attacked and broken by any athlete 
who participates in the game and has the ability to break 
such a mark 
Hank Aaron will always be black and nothing in the world 
will change that But he is still a man. an athlete who has 
toiled long and tediously to reach this one pinnacle during 
his long association with baseball. 
For the Ruth cult that doesn't want to see its hero's mark 
washed away in the record books, their boos will be directed 
at all athletes in the future because if Aaron does attain this 
goal, you can bet another athlete will be out to erase his 
name 
BG over Wayne State, 7-2 
Indy 
Impact 
Glover at the Indy '500' 
Al loquosio hits the wall going into torn number four at the 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. loquasto was uninjured in the 
mishap The starting field of 33 cars has qualified for the 
Memorial Day race. 
By Bab Moon 
Assistant Sports Editor 
John James' two-run 
pinch single climaxed a five- 
run Bowling Green outburst 
in the ninth inning to break a 
tie and give the Falcons a 
victory over Wayne State 
University yesterday, 7-2. 
Game two of the 
scheduled doubleheader 
with the Detroit school was 
rained out 
The win lifts the Falcons 
to within two wins of the 20- 
victory mark and within one 
win of the 500 mark (18-19- 
1) They sunk below 500 last 
weekend when they lost all 
three games of a series to 
Ohio University 
Indy 500' storting field set 
DAN    HEBEL   was   the 
pitching star for the Fal- 
cons, going the distance and 
picking up his fourth win 
against two defeats 
Hebel continued his recent 
habit of alternating good 
pitching performances with 
not-so-good ones In game 
three of the Notre Dame 
series. Hebel was belted in 
the fifth inning forfive runs 
en route tc a 10-3 Irish vic- 
tory 
He came back strong 
against E stern Michigan 
hurling a shutout as the 
Falcons won. 8-0 Then last 
weekend, he was rocked for 
five runs in the fourth inning 
as Ohio University beat the 
Falcons. 15-5 
Hebel. who fanned 10 men 
including eight in the last 
three innings, celebrated his 
20th birthday with the win 
He will probably start one 
game of this weekend's sea- 
son-finale series with Wes- 
tern Michigan. 
GREG   BOOS   was   the 
losing pitcher for Wayne 
State 
Tim Pettorini was the 
slugging hero for the Fal- 
cons with three singles He 
also scored three runs in- 
cluding the tying run in the 
top of the seventh inning 
He scored the run alter 
hitting a single, moving to 
second on a passed ball and 
then scoring on a single by 
Rich Arbinger 
The Falcons had 11 hits in 
the game including a pair by 
Dick Selgo. Wayne State had 
seven 
Bowling Green is idle until 
Friday when it opens up a 
(hree-game series with Wes- 
tern Michigan The games 
will decide which team 
finishes third in the MAC be- 
hind Miami and Ohio Uni- 
versity 
Western currently holds 
the third spot with an 8-7-1 
mark The Falcons are a 
notch behind at 9-9 
By Mark Glover 
Staff Writer 
INDIANAPOLIS. In.i 
Saturday's torrential rains 
set the stage for Sunday's 
frantic last hour of qualih 
cation attempts at the 
Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway. 
Saturday, strong winds 
and rain left an inch of 
water standing in the main 
straightaway Tornado 
warnings in the area sent 
l.ins scurrying toward the 
exits 
AT i p.m. the skies 
cleared, and it appeared 
there would be some 
qualifying action during the 
last hour of the day 
Tom Bigelow made a 
qualification attempt in the 
waning minutes and 
promptly spun his machine 
in the third turn Sam Ses- 
sions was next to make an 
attempt in his Kagle-Foyt 
racer 
Sessions, a veteran of the 
United States Auto Club 
(USAC) sprint-car circuit, 
turned his first two laps at 
189 miles per hour and then 
slowed down to just under 
that mark As Sessions 
turned into the home stretch 
to receive the checkered 
flag, he was waved off by his 
car owner. Dick Sommers. 
Sommers became an 
unpopular figure with the 
fans for waving off such a 
substantial qualifying effort 
He justified his actions by 
saying a previous agreement 
was made among the crew 
not to accept any speed 
under 189 5 m p.h On this 
controversial note, Satur- 
day's trials ended 
SAM SESSIONS went for a 
second attempt on Sunday, 
the last day for qualifica 
lions He toured the oval at 
an average speed of 188 986 
in [i h Although Sessions 
was destined to make the 
starling held, the average 
speed was slower than the 
one Dick Sommers canceled 
Saturday 
Bob Harkey qualified his 
F.agle-Foyt machine at 
189 733 m.p.h. This was the 
last car to qualify until 5 
p.m. 
The tune between the 
early afternoon runs and 5 
P in might be called "the 
last day stall " The activity 
is an annual performance by 
drivers and pit crews Back 
in the garages, the crows 
work on the machines to find 
a few extra miles per hour. 
As the last hour of time 
trials approached, cars were 
wheeled to the line for a last 
desparate attempt to make 
the race day field At this 
moment, one car was 
needed to make the field an 
even 33 cars After this, the 
slowest car in the field could 
be "bumped" out of the 
starting line-up. 
THE LAST HOUR on the 
last day was filled with pres- 
sure for drivers and 
mechanics competing for 
that final spot in the race 
The wheeling and dealing 
that occurred is comparable 
to the "smoke-filled rooms" 
at a political convention 
Sunday was no exception 
The frenzied hour began 
with five cars trying and 
failing to get up to speed. 
Shortly after 5 30p.m . Tom 
Higelow became the 33rd 
qualifier for the race With 
20 minutes left, "bumping" 
was about to begin Bigelow 
was the first driver eligible 
for elimination with his 
average spped of 1868 
in p h 
Veteran Jim McfcUreath 
knocked Bigelow out of the 
field with a speed of 188 640 
With only minutes re- 
maining before the qualifi- 
cation deadline. Sam Posey 
was the first car eligible to 
be knocked out of the race. 
A. J. FOYT. scheduled be- 
hind Posey on the "bubble." 
placed two of his own 
machines ahead of the 
Posey car in the qualifica- 
tion line. In this way. Foyt 
ensured his own position in 
the race and created the 
possibility of one of his own 
cars making the "500" field. 
George Snider climbed 
into the Foyt car and quali- 
fied at 190.355. and the gun 
went off ending time trials 
Secretariat has 
one  race to go 
NEW YORK (AP) When 
Secretariat goes after the 
Triple Crown in the Belmont 
Stakes June 9. his main chal- 
lenger once again will be 
Sham, trainer Frank 
"Pancho" Martin confirmed 
Monday. 
"He came out of the race 
just fine and his next race 
will be the Belmont." Mar- 
tin said of Sham, runnerup 
to Secretariat in the 
Kentucky and the 
Preakness. each time by two 
and one-half lengths. 
After Saturday's Preak- 
ness. Martin had indicated 
Sham would skip the Bel- 
mont. saying: "I have no 
plans for the horse including 
the Belmont." 
BUT THE TRAINER said 
he    and    owner    Sigmond 
Sommer have decided to 
start Sham in the one and 
one-half-mile Belmont. lon- 
gest of the Triple Crown 
races, because the colt had 
problems in the Derby and 
Preakness and they wanted 
to give him another chance. 
In the Derby. Sham hit his 
head in the starting gate and 
loosened two teeth, which 
had to be cut out. but still 
broke two minutes in 
finishing second to Secre- 
tariat who ran the one and 
one-quarter miles in a 
record 1:59 2,5. Then, in the 
Preakness. Sham hit the rail 
going into the first turn. 
"It's tough enough to beat 
a horse like Secretarial 
without having trouble." 
said Martin "I want to see 
him in a race like the Bel- 
mont with plenty of room.'' 
Winner of both the Kentucky Derby and the 
Preakness, Secretariat (in the lead) will be trying 
to capture the third jewel in racing's Triple Crown 
in the Belmont Stakes Saturday, June 9. 
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HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS. 
1515 E. W00STER 
NEW BUILDING COMPLETED 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS- 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 
MODEL SUITE 
CALL 
352-7444 
HOURS: 
12-5 
NOW 
LEASING 
Paperback Sale 
ALL MASS-MARKET 
Fiction And Non-Fiction 
25% OFF 
ONE DAY ONLY 
Tomorrow - Thursday May 24.1973 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Students Services Bldg. 
